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Structuring Your Work
The Effective Executive, Peter Drucker (2006)
• Effective leaders do three things well:
• They manage their time
• The focus on results
• They do “first things first” by concentrating on the things that 

matter



Structuring Your Organization
Reframing Academic Leadership by Lee G. Bolman and Joan V. Gallos
• How do we divide up the work?
• How do we coordinate effort once work has been divided?



Efficient Calendar

• What do you have to do?
• Create a life schedule
• Work/Life balance

• Allow time for planning
• Prioritize based on outcomes

• Coordinate your calendar with others







Efficient Meetings

• Limit to one hour or less
• Clear agenda
• Electronically distribute documents prior to meeting
• Send calendar invite or confirmation email
• Distribute concise minutes and/or follow-up email





Common Email Mistakes
• Failing to proofread
• Forgetting attachments
• Improper use of  cc, bcc, and “reply all”
• Flagging every email as “urgent”
• Not having a consistent signature
• Not responding in a timely manner



Common Email Mistakes
• Bad subject lines
• Vague requests
• Sending emails at odd hours
• Reacting vs. responding
• Communicating via email when you should be doing it 

over the phone or face-to-face



Organizing Email
• Commit to a regimented email schedule
• Automatically bcc yourself
• Only retain the last email in a chain
• Create “rules” to move certain emails directly into folders
• Create email folders that match folders on your computer





Go Paperless
• “Scan and shred”
• Need bulk scanner
• Auto backup with encryption

• Use a tablet or laptop
• Find a notetaking system 
• OneNote, etc.

• Purge your desktop weekly
• Keep an inbox and an outbox
• Schedule time to organize



Questions?
Recommended Readings
• Reframing Academic Leadership by Lee G. Bolman and Joan V. 

Gallos
• The College Administrator’s Survival Guide by C.K. Gunsalus
• Deep Work by Cal Newport
• Demographics and the Demand for Higher Education by Nathan D. 

Grawe


